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• Rich, Intriguing Reading
• Interactive Journaling
• Easy-to-Do Activities
• Try-It Experiences
• Online Links & Videos
• Nature Study



Welcome to WinterPromise
Hi!  We’re so glad you’re getting to know us!  

WinterPromise is a curriculum designed for parents and charter schools that want students to 
experience the joy of learning.  Our curriculum is designed around the Charlotte Mason ideals of 
learning by discovery.  Around Charlotte Mason’s ideals, we’ve created an easy-to-use curriculum 
that integrates multiple learning avenues:

• A foundation of great books and reading
• Open-and-Go! activities
• True to life experiences
• Experiments
• Ministry or service opportunities
• Cultural explorations
• Cross-curricular language arts
• Interactive games and timeline cards for review
• Mapping & geography
• Timeline building
• AND -- best of all -- Educationally-rich and interactive notebooking!

A not-to-be-missed aspect of a WinterPromise education is our wonderful exclusive resources, 
which are part of every themed program.  WinterPromise produces over 200 of its own 
resources, each one designed to bring your family a unique and wonderful experience.

And it’s all so user-friendly!  

You can check out our website at www.winterpromise.com, and see 
samples of our resources.  You’ll find so many things to love about 
WinterPromise!

Print & Ebook Options
Note that most WinterPromise exclusive resources are available 
in either print or ebook.  Ebooks can be printed out for multiple 
students.  Any resource NOT specified as either PRINT or EBOOK 
can be assumed to be a regular print resource.

Contact Us
We love to speak with families about our curriculum and the needs 
of their children.  Feel free to reach out to us.  WinterPromise is 
headquartered in Michigan, so our hours are 9-5pm, EST.
Call us at 231-245-1417.  We’d love to hear from you!



Choosing a WinterPromise Program
Decide Which of Our Year-Long Themed Programs Might Fit the Grades of Your Students!
Each program is created for a range of ages, so many families can keep their families together, or keep together 
a cluster of their students.  Schooling together allows you to create a family culture, and is less work for parents.  
Plus, you’ll find a cross-curricularly linked language arts program for any grade in a Themed Program’s range.

PROGRAM: GRADES RANGE: TOPICS STUDIED:
I’m Ready to Learn Ages 3 to 5 Preschool Skill-Building Program  
Journeys of Imagination Ages 3 to 5 Preschool Read-Together Topical Books
Hideaways in History 1st to 4th World History in a Year for Young Students
Animals & Their Worlds Pre-K to 4th Nature Study of Animals in Seven Habitats
Children Around the World 1st to 7th History, Geography & Culture of 30 Countries
Adventures in the Sea & Sky 2nd to 9th World History in a Year via Sailing, Flight, Space
American Story 1 1st to 7th Early American History (1000-1850)
American Story 2 2nd to 8th Later American History (1850-Present)
Quest for the Ancient World 4th to 12th Ancient World History & Cultural Studies
Quest for the Middle Ages 4th to 12th Medieval World History & Cultural Studies

If You Have a Choice of Programs, Pick One That Intrigues Your Family!
Each of our themed programs is unique, but each have common elements, as well.  Each features all or most of 
the resources in the bulleted list to the left.  If you are considering a couple of programs -- both of which fit your 
age ranges -- go online and read more in-depth about each program.  You’ll find a lot more information online!

You May Wonder -- How Do I Know WinterPromise Will Work for Me?
Parents love WP because we provide ready-to-go helps to streamline work for parents and allow you to enjoy 
the journey, not spend your time on prepping.  As to your students, if you look at the bulleted list to the left, WP 
provides a wealth of different experiences.  This means that if one or even a couple of learning experiences 
aren’t working for a particular student, you still have many others to explore and use.  This allows you to tailor 
WP to your family -- and even student by student.  Finally, WP believes in firing up the imagination and using 
fun and rich learning methodologies.  Kids love the experiences in WP!

Next, Check Out Our Language Arts.
As mentioned above, you’ll find a cross-curricularly linked language arts program for any grade in a Themed 
Program’s range.  Parents love our language arts because each level includes everything you need related to 
language arts:  phonics, vocabulary, reading, reading comprehension, spelling, grammar, creative writing, 
report writing, etc.  Our early language arts has a great focus on phonics and tightly controlled-vocabulary 
reading, our middle grade language works on a foundation of good grammar and the basics of creative writing, 
and our high school language arts refines all these areas and develops key writing skills.

Finally, Decide Whether to Add Science or Math.
Parents love our science programs because they are high-interest, easy to complete, and have a strong science 
journaling component.  Their trim, 1-  or 2-day format fits easily alongside the comprehensive nature of our 
Themed Programs.  As to math, we offer several programs.  They vary in approach and each has its own merits.  
Our selection includes the humanities/story-style Life of Fred and CM-style Living Math, and others.



A Preschool Program for Young Learners, Ages 3-5
I’m Ready to Learn is a skills-based program for preschoolers -- one that provides a fun 
introduction to all types of learning concepts, including the alphabet, phonics, letter formation, 
logic and sorting, science, art, and math. This program gives you the basics for a 1-2 year 
discovery of basic readiness skills.  It covers four fun-filled themes: At the Farm, In the Garden, 
At the Pond & In the Zoo.  Add your own picture books or our Journeys of Imagination (see next 
page), which follows generally along with these themes, for a wonderful preschool experience.

I’m Ready to Learn is All About Discovery-Based Learning 
Young ones will find they can investigate and find out all about farm animals, their backyards, 
pond life, and the wild animals at the zoo.  They’ll make these discoveries with hands-on 
activities, educational investigations, sorting exercises, find-out-for yourself fun, try-it-to-see-
what-happens science, and a Letter-By-Letter Blank Book.

They’ll Really Like Digging Into the “Make-a-Letter Hands-On Pack”
The items in this fun hands-on pack provide a lot of practice of key skills using brightly colored 
items and shapes of all kinds.  Students use the kit to sort by commonalities, distinguish initial 
sounds, find certain colors and other attributes, add and subtract with manipulatives, form 
letters, increase his letter recognition skills, and much more, each building preschool skills.

Ready for Your Adventure to Begin?  Discover More at . . .
https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/im-ready-learn-theme-introduction/



     

You May Want to Add “Journeys of Imagination” - A Book Collection
I’m Ready to Learn program is a skills-based program for preschoolers -- one that provides some 

“together” reading, but preschoolers generally need a selection of picture books to supplement this reading.  
The I’m Ready to Learn guide offers suggestions for picking up related picture books at the library to 
supplement your study.  This keeps costs down for parents, but some parents would prefer to purchase a set 
of picture books that coordinate with I’m Ready to Learn.

So we developed Journeys of Imagination to provide this fun reading adventure.  The books and 
themes in Journeys of Imagination coordinate with I’m Ready to Learn, adding to the preschool experience.  
If you want to have everything in hand for a full preschool experience -- or if you simply want to build the 
basics of a wonderful picture book library -- we recommend you check out Journeys of Imagination.  

Take a Look at These Preschool Resources
I’m Ready to Learn Guide
Part learning activity resource, part student workbook, this guidebook is so much more than a schedule.  Its 
36-week schedule is simply set up and gets you on your way to an easily-paced day for your youngest learners.
This comprehensive guidebook includes alphabet and reading activities such as making word puzzles or creating 
alphabet crowns.  Math activities are included that get young learners counting, adding and subtracting.  Art 
activities support this guide’s four themes, and build letter, shape and color recognition while developing motor 
skills.  Activities in the guide are extremely easy to do, with little prep and simple or no supplies.  The guide 
schedules all these resources and provides all these learning activities.  You’ll find the activities will blend in 
easily between the other learners in your household.  As a final plus, library book suggestions are included that 
will accent weekly study topics.  Includes one set of student pages and helps.  200 pages.

SKILLS BUILDING:  Make-a-Letter Hands-On Pack
Do-dads and ticklers and all kinds of manipulatives will get your preschooler to sort by commonalities, 
distinguish initial sounds, find certain colors and other attributes, add and subtract with manipulatives, form 
letters, increase his letter recognition skills, and much more.  * Not intended for children under 3 years. 

ACTIVITIES:  The Arts & Crafts Busy Book
Little ones will enjoy the fun crafts and activiites scheduled from this resource.  Many of the projects coordinate 
with your weekly topics.  Also used in our other pre-school program, “Journeys of Imagination.”  

ACTIVITIES:  Letter-by-Letter Blank Book - Make a letter book with cut-out letters from the guide.
BIBLE:  Conversations About God - Young learners will connect the day’s learning with God’s work.
THEME BOOKS:  Farmer Boy, Complete Zoo Adventure, One Small Square: Pond, OSS: Backyard
These four titles support the four themes of Ready to Learn, immersing students in these great spaces!



Ready for Your Adventure to Begin?  Discover More at . . .
https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/hideaways-history-theme-introduction/

World History in a Year for Young Learners, 1st to 4th 
In a twinkling, your young learner will be transported to stops all over the world, peeking in on 
some of the most interesting events in world history. Your guides will be the brave caterpillar 
Indiana Stickenstones, Sticky the spider, and Chirp the cricket.

All along the way, they’ll also enjoy simple activities and crafts, work on a Bible memorization 
program, complete a science program and master grade-level skills. Each week additional web 
links and specific library instructions are given for books we recommend reading that add to 
the experience. This simple program is designed to suit young learners and fill about half a day 
when you add a suitable language arts program.

Best of all, your student will relish one special part of this program: HIDEAWAYS!  The 
opportunity to create his or her own learning play spaces.  Like the fun of playing tent under 
blankets, your student will create three-dimensional play spaces that help them re-enact what 
they are learning.  Students can pull together their own Civil War fort, “build” a pyramid, run a 
colonial store, or go to sea in a (bathtub) WWII submarine.  So much fun! 



     Take a Look at Hideaways Resources
If you have students in both age ranges, 

add the correct skills book and additional consumables.

Hideaways in History Guide
The Hideaways Guide is so simple to use.  Things to read aloud together and talk 
about as a family are listed right at the top, followed by written work for students, 
and fun activities to try.  At the bottom, a notes section offers additional teaching 
strategies that feature web links or other teaching hints to make your study even 
more enjoyable!  Each week, an additional reading suggestion from the “You 
Wouldn’t Want To . . . “ series is included that you can borrow from a library.

Let’s Hideaway in History
This history book allows you to cuddle up with your students and read-aloud 
together about Egypt, Greece, Rome, and on to modern times.  The books follow 
the adventures of the brave Indiana Sticksenstones, and his faithful insect friends 
Sticky the Spider and Chirp the Cricket as they travel to places in the past. 

“Make-Your-Own” Hideaway Book
Your student can complete this fun notebook, as it is designed for young learners.  
It asks students to fill in simple answers or draw about what they have learned 
from their weekly reading of “Let’s Hideaway in History.”  Pages build skills with 
scissors and fine motor tasks.

On-the-Spot History Fun
If you want to stick to making just a few Hideaways, there are additional easy and 
fun activities in this resource.  They are so quick to try, and support what students 
have learned in their history study.  They include simple experiments, crafts, 
recipes, and games, and are easy on parents!

Hiding God’s Word in My Heart
Consumable helps to get students memorizing 
basic, essential scripture verses from God’s Word.

Hole Up in a Homemade Hideaway
Students can make fun Hideaways each week, based on the fun of “tent-building,” 
using simple supplies, and with the help of these easy directions and pictures.  
Then, they can add their own historical props!  Students can choose to make an 
Egyptian pyramid, the Great Wall, a medieval castle,  a western general store, 
WWII submarine, and more.  Includes alternate ideas for simpler hideaways.

Other Included Resources:
Mastering Kindergarten (or First Grade) Skills Book
Usborne Encyclopedia of World History
The World God Made



Ready for Your Adventure to Begin?  Discover More at . . .
https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/animals-worlds-theme-introduction/

Animal Behavior & STEM Exploration for Grades Pre-K to 4
Head out with your students from Pre-K to 4th on an animal adventure through seven 
habitats!  Take an up-close look at the difference between the tails of different shark species, 
or discover what a giraffe’s tongue can do.  Your family might discover animal “clean up” 
specialties, or conduct an experiment on night vision.  There’s just so much they’ll learn!  Even 
the most avid animal lover will find something to learn in this jam-packed program!  

You’ll want to take a peek at the nature journaling that your student will be doing — it is 
so incredible -- and a sample is online!  Students will try out nature observations of plants, 
animals, and insects; sketch natural items and the  “one small squares” of woodlands or 
wetlands; enjoy hands-on activities, conduct experiments, take samples, and enjoy discoveries 
of all kinds!

There are resources that are common to both sets, and some that are designed for younger or 
older students.  Your family can choose to do one set or another, or use a combined set for a 
range of ages!  Check out the list of resources to choose the right one for your student!



     
• Find Your Own “One Small Square” in Nature
• Take a Tree Walk or Seashore Walk
• Discover What’s Inside Acorns & Why it Matters!
• Identify Custom-Designed Tails, Fins, or Beaks
• Observe Layers in Forests and Rainforest
• Try Out Giraffe Legs or a Giraffe Tongue!
• Observe African Wildlife at a Watering Hole

• Uncover Animal Camouflage Strategies
• Consider How Animals Keep Themselves Clean
• Discover the Seven Zones on a Beach
• Look at Multi-Talented Rainforest Root Systems
• Match Sharks to the Tails That Fit Their Lifestyle

. . . AND Much More!

Your Guide Schedules Resources for a 
1-4th Grade Student, a Pre-K/K Student, or Both!

A Combined Set Includes One of Each of the Resources Below.

Resources for Both Students:
• Animals and Their Worlds Guide - Clear Weekly Schedule & Teaching Helps
• The “One Small Square” Book Series - 7 Books, One for Each Habitat
• DK Animal Encyclopedia - 376-Page Resource with Beautiful Illustrations
• “Make-Your-Own” Animal Book - Animal of the Week Journaling Resource
• Diorama Pack - Seven Color Habitats with Animals to Complete Them
• Animal Height Chart - Chart Animal Heights Compared to Students
• God Designed It First - Discover the Glory of God in Nature’s Design

Resources Just for Pre-K/K Students:
• Burrows, Beehives & Beds Journal - Nature Journal, 350+ Color Pages!
• Alphabet Art - Learn the Alphabet with Activities, Games & Letter Crafts
• Animal Easy-Shape Drawing Book - Draw Fun Animals with Simple Shapes
• Alphabet Fun Pack - Alphabet Reinforcement with Dot-to-Dot & Coloring
• At the Zoo!  Craft Fun - Make Simple, Crafty Animals of the Week

Resources Just for 1st to 4th Students:
• Habitats, Hollows & Homes Journal - Nature Journal, 350+ Color Pages!
• The World of Animals - Study Animal Kingdoms and Classifications
• Deep into Habitats Pack - Additional Journaling Pages for Animal Sleuths

Enjoy Open & Go Experiences Like These:

Explore Seven Habitats with a 350+ Page, Full-Color Nature Journal!
Burrows, Beehives & Beds for Pre-K/K Habitats, Hollows & Homes for 1st-4th



Ready for Your Adventure to Begin?  Discover More at . . .
https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/children-around-world-theme-introduction/

Culture, Geography & History in a Year for Grades 1st to 7th
Pack your bags to tour thirty countries, encountering their cultures and traditions, crafts and 
celebra tions.  But that’s not all!  You’ll learn a ton about world geography and also take a mid-
year break to enjoy learning about cultural and religious traditions surrounding Christmas.

Your family will also discover the needs of kids who don’t have access to basic needs like clean 
water or shelter for the night.  You’ll see how many children must work to survive, and find 
out how you can help to ease the suffering of children around the globe. You’ll find the effect 
on your family is truly priceless!

Adventure Together:
• Discover global geography with fantastic full-color maps and mapping activities.
• Try out the culture or taste each country’s food with hands-on cultural activities.
• Journal about the needs of children, building compassion and awareness of global need.
• Celebrate festive cultural gatherings as a family --  like Songkran from Thailand!
• Explore full-color ebooks that let you encounter unique cultures and landmarks.



     
Enjoy “Open & Go” & Simple Activities:
• Create Fröebelsterne - German Paper Stars
• Make an Edelweiss Hat
• Cut out Wycinanki - Polish Paper Folk
• Play Ghana’s Da Ga Boa Constrictor Game
• Go Aboard a Spanish Galleon
• Sculpt a Chichén Itzá Clay Figure
• Play Brazilian Footvolley
• Try Indian Sand Art, Rangoli

Try Easy Cultural Recipes:
• Irish Soda Cake
• German Schultütes
• Spanish Banana Chips

Prepare Weekly Cultural Gatherings:
• Swiss Sechselaeuten
• Mexican Cinco de Mayo Celebration
• Australian “Barbie”

Your Guide Schedules These Resources!
WinterPromise Exclusive Resources
• Children Around the World Guide - Clear Weekly Schedule & Teaching Helps
• “Make-Your-Own” Travel Diary - 250+ Interactive Country Journaling Pages
• Children of Many Lands - Children Share Their Country’s Culture & History
• Cultural Gathering Planning Guide - Weekly Family Cultural Celebration
• Fun & Traditions from Many Lands - Easy Cultural Activities Plus Websites
• Working Children - Discover the Plight of Children in Different Places
• Prayer & Personal Involvement Journal - Bible Devotional on Global Needs
• Student Geography Worksheets - Mapping & Geography Exercises

Bonus Ebook Resources ONLY Available as Part of an Ebook or Mixed Bundle:
• Cultural Ebook Set - Set of 11 Full-Color “Tour a Country” Books
• Kids of Courage Country Ebook Set - Missionary Focus Set of 8 Ebooks
• Faraway Doodle Placemats & Native Costume Stand-Ups
• Classic Christmas Stories - Traditional Christmas Folk Tales

Additional Print Resources:
• “Travel-with-Me” Map & Figures - Single Country Maps and 200+ Figures
• “Travel-with-Me” Student Map Set - Laminated Maps for Write-On Labeling
• Material World - See What People Value in Cultures Across the Globe
• These Are My People - The Missionary Service of Gladys Aylward in China
• Christmas Around the World - Discover Holiday Traditions in Other Places
• Celebrate Christmas Around the World - Fun Cultural Holiday Crafts

Enjoy Open & Go Experiences Like These:

Enjoy a 250+ Page Interactive Travel Diary Tour Countries with 19 Bonus Ebooks!



Early American History in a Year for Grades K to 7
Your family will love this year of early American history, a year focused on telling America’s 
story from the Native Americans who called it home to its discovery by Europeans and on, until 
frontiersman opened the West and talk of a Civil War began in the East.  They’ll hear all the 
stories of courage from America’s past, both traditional and long-forgotten, and focus on Lewis 
and Clark’s epic journey across the continent.  You will decode Benedict Arnold’s traitorous 
message, and meet exciting Americans who  fought for freedom, built a canal, or rode for the 
Pony Express. 

We’ve prepared a wealth of well-illustrated resources to make this the journey of a lifetime!  
Interactive journaling will immerse your kids in early American places and events.  Together 
you’ll try out open and go activities, try early American crafts and recipes, tour important 
landmarks, build a colonial village, complete flip and fold maps, and much more!

Ready for Your Adventure to Begin?  Discover More at . . .
https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/american-story-1-theme-introduction/



     
• Try Out Colonial Trades
• Decorate a Zuni Pot
• Write Your Name in Mayan Figures
• Search for Freedom from Slavery
• Find Out How a Millstone Grinds Grain
• Follow the Leather Tanning & Gunmaking Process
• Discover Native American Hunting Techniques

• Join Revolutionaries at the Boston Tea Party
• Try Out the Popular Game of the Goose
• Follow Paul Revere on His Midnight Ride
• Spy for General Washington in New York
• Build Lewis & Clark’s Keelboat
• Learn to Dead Reckon with William Clark
     . . . AND Much More!

Your Guide Schedules These Resources!
WinterPromise Exclusives:
• The American Story Guide - Clear Weekly Schedule & Teaching Helps

READING RESOURCES, Illustrated in Full Color
• The American Story:  Discovery to Revolution
• The American Story:  A New Country to Westward Expansion

JOURNALING RESOURCES with 500+ Full-Color, Interative Pages
• The American Story Journal:  Discovery & Colonial America
• The American Story Journal:  Revolution
• The American Story Journal:  A New Country to Westward Expansion

• ACTIVITY RESOURCE:  Live the American Story
• BUILD-IT! RESOURCE:  Build the American Story - A Colonial Village
• MAPPING RESOURCE:  Flip ‘N Fold Maps
• ART STUDY RESOURCE:  Early American Painters Picture Study

Additional Books:
• ACTIVITY RESOURCE:  Native American Games & Stories
• K-4th BIBLE RESOURCES:  The Gospel Story Bible & Long Story Short
• 5-7th BIBLE RESOURCES:  Christian Character Traits

Enjoy Open & Go Experiences Like These:

Delve Into Fantastic Program Highlights!
500+ Rich, Interactive Journaling Pages Build a Colonial Village & Create Cool Maps



Later American History in a Year for Grades 2nd to 8th

Delve into our American culture, from the struggle of the Civil War, and how it changed our 
national identity, to the toppling of the twin towers on September 11th, 2001, and how this 
has changed today’s world.  Along the way, you’ll discover the westward-moving, invention-
creating, city-building, store-establishing, business-making, future-loving, fad-introducing 
American people that created a new American culture.

As you journey along, you’ll enjoy the many learning experiences that will help your student 
get to know our American culture. They’ll conduct secret missions, help with the war effort, 
be a robber baron for a day, sing cowboy songs, live the pioneer life, design a city tenement, 
host a 50’s night, and create their own newfangled fad!  Plus, you’ll create your own 
American culture magazine, discover intriguing American painters, and go inside the lives of 
the presidents who have served America!

Ready for Your Adventure to Begin?  Discover More at . . .
https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/american-culture-theme-introduction/



     
• Be a Civil War Photographer
• Assemble a Fashion-Era Portfolio for Modern Era
• Travel to Independence Rock
• Try Your Hand at Being a Land Office Clerk
• Discover How Mount Rushmore Was Carved
• Visit a New York Tenement Building
• View “Great War” Newsreels

• Build Your Own Monopoly on Oil
• Live a Day in the Life of a President
• Be a Radio Broadcaster or Stock Market Investor
• Hear the Memories of World War II Soldiers
• Investigate the First Moon Landing
• Analyze 9/11 World Trade Center Photos 
     . . . AND Much More!

Your Guide Schedules These Resources!
WinterPromise Exclusives:
• American Culture Guide - Clear Weekly Schedule & Teaching Helps
• HISTORY:  Sweeping Into the West - American History & Culture of the West
• ACTIVITY RESOURCE:  America Can Do It!  Cultural Activities
• JOURNALING RESOURCE:  “Make-Your-Own” American Culture Magazine
• BIBLE:  Christian Cultural Values - Biblical Journaling
• ART STUDY RESOURCE:  Later American Painters Picture Studies

Additional Books:
• Civil War for Kids- History of the Civil War with Great Period Photographs
• Shutting Out the Sky - New York City’s Immigrants & Tenements
• World War II for Kids - Follow the Course of the War and Try Fun Activities

Enjoy Open & Go Experiences Like These:

Delve Into Fantastic Program Highlights!
Intriguing Interactive-Style Journaling Bonus Ebook Only Resources!

Your Family Will Love “America Can Do It!”
Try Easy-to-Do Activities That Other Americans Have Done in the Past!

• Do It!  Be a Pinkerton Detective
• Do It!  Be a Western Surveyor
• Do It!  Be a Grub Slinger
• Do It!  Be a Trail Hand

• Do It!  Be an Ellis Island Immigrant
• Do It!  Be an Industrialist
• Do It!  Be a Flying Saucer Inventor
• Do It!  Be a Geogache Player



World History in a Year for Grades 2nd through 9th
PLUS Outer Space, Weather & Ocean Science
Come aboard ship and look at history in a new way!  See how sail determined  which nations 
rose and fell, and how these historical events unfolded in modern times.  Next, you’ll take off 
into the skies, where you’ll work alongside the Wright Brothers as they crack the mystery 
of flight.  You’ll be right there in the workshop as they experiment on and finally master 
flight forces.  Then, watch how flight played a role in the major events of the twentieth 
century!  The final stop is space!  Peer out on history from space ships and stations.  New 
ships are taking people to discover things about the universe.  Look at spaceships today, and 
contemplate the next step in human transportation is how it may change human history here 
and in space!  What a thought!  

Ready for Your Adventure to Begin?  Discover More at . . .
https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/adventures-sea-sky/

Meanwhile, in your science study, you’ll study the oceans and the creatures in them and 
how different natural forces affect our weather.  You’ll also explore space and learn about 
our neighboring planets!



     
• Plan a Viking Raid or Create a Dragon Boat
• Discover the Science Behind the Mercator Map
• Explore the Titanic, then Design a Luxury Liner
• Encounter the Secrets of Flight & Try a Simulation
• Learn about Dogfighting Tactics
• Try Your Hand at Weather Forecasting
• Make Rain, Measure Wind Chill, & Explore Gravity

• “Drive” on the Moon
• Direct a Comet’s Flight or Escape from a Black Hole
• Use a Big Dipper Star Clock
• Learn Easy Ways to Find & Name Constellations
• Mastermind a Mission to the Hubble Telescope
• “Dive” at the NeMO Seafloor Observatory
     . . . AND Much More!

Your Guide Schedules These Resources!
WinterPromise Exclusives:
• Adventures in the Sea & Sky Guide - Clear Weekly Schedule & Teaching Tips
• “Make-Your-Own” Captain’s Log - 300+ Interactive Journaling Pages
• An Unfurling Sail - The Technology of Sail and How It Affected World History
• Sailors, Whalers & Astronauts - The Culture of Life Aboard Sea and Air Ships
• Under the Sea and In the Air - The Science of Oceans, Weather & Outer Space
• The God of All Creation - Bible Resource for Sea and Sky

Bonus Ebook Resources ONLY Available as Part of an Ebook or Mixed Bundle:

Print Resources:

Enjoy Open & Go Experiences Like These:

     Enjoy a 300+ Page Captain’s Log Journal Extend the Learning to Young & Older Learners

• Pirate Page Pack Journaling
• Stalking Sea Monster Journaling
• Sea & Sky Specialty Timeline Pgs
• Ebook:  Early Aviators Take Off!
• Ebook:  Staring Into Space
• Ebook:  July 20, 1969

Plus, These E-Readers:
• Around the World in 80 Days
• 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
• Treasure Island
• Kidnapped

• Wright Brothers for Kids
• Galileo for Kids
• The Ocean Book
• The Weather Book
• Exploring the Solar System
• Kids’ Bk of Weather Forecasting

• Book of Flight
• Exploring Planet Earth
• Seabird
• Dragons of the Deep
• The Stars
• Solar System Planetarium



World History from Ancient Times to Early Modern History

ANCIENT:  https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/quest-ancient-world/
MEDIEVAL:  https://winterpromise.com/themed-programs/quest-middle-ages-theme-introduction/

Each Year-Long Program Offers Resources for 4th-8th and 9th-12th
Combined Sets for Families with Mixed Ages Also Available.

Resources for Both Age Groups:
• Quest for the Ancient World - Ancient History in a Year for Grades 4-12th
• Quest for the Middle Ages - Medieval History in a Year for Grades 4-12th

Ready for Your Adventure to Begin?  Discover More Online 



     

An Overview of the Two History & Culture Programs

Quest for the Ancient World
• Structured with separate guides and resources for 4th-8th and 9th-12th
• Read aloud resources are common to both groups, keeping kids together
• Intriguing journals for each age group
• Covers the classical world in-depth with many other ancient cultures
• Book set includes  Volume 1 of “Mystery of History” & “Story of the World”
• “Adventure Quest” for 4-8th includes focus on Israelite history and culture
• “Archaeological Quest” for 9th-12th includes “Unwrapping the Pharaohs”

Quest for the Middle Ages
• Structured with separate guides and resources for 4th-8th and 9th-12th
• Read aloud resources are common to both groups, keeping kids together
• Intriguing journals for each age group
• Book set includes  Volume 2 of “Mystery of History”
• Covers medieval history and culture, the Renaissance and Reformation
• “Plunder Quest” for 4-8th focuses on barbarians, villains, kings & knights
• “Gothic Quest” for 9th-12th focuses on gothic cathedral & castle treasures

Sample Experiences from These Programs
• Decorate the Red Chapel for Pharaoh Hatshepsut
• Make an Ancient Greek Water Clock
• Try Mummification!
• Examine an Assyrian Relief of the Siege of Lachish
• Lay Out a Roman Frontier City
• Go Berserk! With Your Fellow Viking Raiders
• Utilize a Sundial in Your Hand

• Construct Gothic Forms Using the 13-Knot Rope
• Put Together a Black Death Autopsy Report
• Investigate the Fire of London
• Build a Telegraph Set
• Create a British Empire Risk Game
     . . . AND Much More!
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Animal Behavior & Biology in a Year for Grades Pre-K to 4
 Take your students from Pre-K to 4th on an animal adventure through seven habitats!   
Take an up-close look at the difference between the tails of different shark species, or discover 
what a giraffe’s tongue can do.  Your family might discover animal “clean up” specialties, or 
conduct an experiment on night vision.  There’s just so much they’ll learn!  Even the most avid 
animal lover will find something to learn in this jam-packed program!  
 You’ll want to take a peek at the nature journaling that your student will be doing — it 
is so incredible -- and a sample is online!  Students will try out nature observations of plants, 
animals, and insects; sketch natural items and the  “one small squares” of woodlands or wetlands; 
enjoy hands-on activities, conduct experiments, take samples, and enjoy discoveries of all kinds!
There are resources that are common to both sets, and some that are 
designed for younger or older students.  Your family can choose to do 
one set or another, or use a combined set for a range of ages!  
Check out the list of resources to choose
the right one for your student!

Syllables to Sentences - An 18-Week Program for K or Advanced K

Letters to Little Words - A 36-Week Program for Pre-K or K
Letters to Little Words is designed for students ready to begin learning letter 
identification and names, sounds and formation.  This program works great for 
students who haven’t yet worked on the alphabet and those who have had some 
instruction.  This program also has creative suggestions which coordinate with our 
themed programs such as “Hideaways in History,” “Animals & Their Worlds,” and 
“American Story 1.”  Students learn with interactive methods and fun activities!

Letters to Little Words Guide
Phonics Cards & Character Cards
Hands-On Phonics Activity Pack
Pine Nut City Phonics Pages
Pine Nut City Handwriting Set

Syllables to Sentences is a program for students who are just ready to start reading 
three-letter words, such as bat, win, or pot.  We created this to be an 18-week 
program as we found that so many students are at different places in learning to 
read.  Some need more time after learning the letter sounds and decoding three to 
four letter words (which they do in Letters to Little Words) before they are ready 
to read sentences.  The program can be sped up, slowed down to be completed in a 
year, or completed in 18 weeks depending on the student.  The follow-up program 
to this is Paragraphs to Pages, also an 18-week program.

Romp in Pine Nut Park Readers Set:
A set of 18 sequential, decodeable readers 
that start with reading 3-letter words and 
progress to sentences.

Get Ready for the Code
Get Set for the Code
Go for the Code
Mac’s Make-Your-Own Phonics Readers
Jump Right Into Reading Workbook

Syllables to Sentences Guide
Play in Pine Nut Park Handwriting
Word Family Activity Book
Explode the Code, Bks 1, 2 & 3



     

     

     

Paragraphs to Pages - An 18-Week Program for Advanced K to 1st Grade

Stories to Short Chapters - A 36-Week Program for 1st or 2nd Grade

Readers to Real Books - A 36-Week Program for 2nd or 3rd Grade

Paragraphs to Pages follows Syllables to Sentences, and is another 18-week program.  
Like Syllables to Sentences, this program works similarly in that it is created to be 
flexible to meet the student where they are.  Paragraphs to Pages begins by covering 
vowels and then moves its focus onto more difficult phonograms, such as qu, dge and 
wor.  This program is the first in our Early Reading Language Arts to use the write-
in readers.  Our write-in readers are unique in that the assignments are all in one 
place and each week is focused around a specific phonics concept.  This means that 
student reading, reading comprehension, phonics, spelling, and vocabulary learning 
all focused around the weekly phonetic theme.  This thorough coverage of each 
phonogram builds decoding skills, reading speed, and comprehension. 

Stories to Short Chapters follows Paragraphs to Pages and covers a full school year.  
This program heavily focuses on reading comprehension and difficult phonograms.  
This program increases in difficulty from Paragraphs to Pages both in word length 
and amount of reading.  Students will practice handwriting, work on spelling, phonics, 
and vocabulary.  Basic grammar concepts such as capitalization, periods, subject/
verb sentences, periods, etc. are introduced slowly this year.  Students will complete 
their assignments and reading in our wonderful write-in readers!  The activities in 
this program come from the Sneaky Snacky Squirrel Game and Acorn’s Game Set, a 
WinterPromise exclusive.  Each week students will play a board game to reinforce 
what they’ve learned.  These board games will also help them memorize their spelling 
words and help them understand synonyms and antonyms.  

In Readers to Real Books, students increase their reading comprehension and basic 
grammar skills.  Students consider the story, such as what happened first, second, 
third or what happened just before or after the story?  Students are asked to think 
about the characters in the story and tell back about them and other happenings.  
This program is unique compared to the other Early Reading Language Arts 
programs, in that it heavily focuses parts of speech and basic punctuation.  It then 
progresses on to teach students how to divide words into syllables and much more.  
Students enjoy fun handwriting practice, writing assignments, phonics pages, 
spelling and vocabulary pages.  

Paragraphs to Pages Guide
Pine Nut Street Handwriting Set

Write-In Reader:  Play on Pine Nut Street
Write-In Reader:  Tricks in the Thicket

Stories to Short Chapters Guide
Pine Hollow Handwriting Set
Words I Use When I Write
Acorn’s Game Set & Sneaky Squirrel

Readers to Real Books Guide
Silver Lake Handwriting Set
Three “Parts of Speech Books   
      like “Hairy, Scary, Ordinary”

Write-In Reader:  Ambush in the Aspens
Write-In Reader:  Skating on Silver Lake
Write-In Reader:  Treachery in the Timber
Write-In Reader:  Laughter at the Lodge

Write-In Reader:  Frolic in the Forest
Write-In Reader:  Winter in the Woods
Write-In Reader:  Mischief in the Meadow
Write-In Reader:  Havoc in Pine Hollow
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Animal Behavior & Biology in a Year for Grades Pre-K to 4
 Take your students from Pre-K to 4th on an animal adventure through seven habitats!   
Take an up-close look at the difference between the tails of different shark species, or discover 
what a giraffe’s tongue can do.  Your family might discover animal “clean up” specialties, or 
conduct an experiment on night vision.  There’s just so much they’ll learn!  Even the most avid 
animal lover will find something to learn in this jam-packed program!  
 You’ll want to take a peek at the nature journaling that your student will be doing — it 
is so incredible -- and a sample is online!  Students will try out nature observations of plants, 
animals, and insects; sketch natural items and the  “one small squares” of woodlands or wetlands; 
enjoy hands-on activities, conduct experiments, take samples, and enjoy discoveries of all kinds!
There are resources that are common to both sets, and some that are 
designed for younger or older students.  Your family can choose to do 
one set or another, or use a combined set for a range of ages!  
Check out the list of resources to choose
the right one for your student!

LA 4 - Solving the Mysteries of Grammar

LA 3 - Tracking Down Good Grammar
 Learn about the eight basic parts of speech with Scout the Dog!  This program fully 
grounds the student in grammar instruction as students learn parts of speech and 
basic mechanics such as capitalization, sentence structure and types, and more.  A 
rollicking-good time will be had with the workbook set, guided by the endearing 
dog, Scout, whose adventures are sure to have kids learning and laughing.  Students 
continue to improve their reading skills with scheduled book lists.

LA 3 Program Guide
Wordly Wise 3000 - Bk 3
SpellWell Book B, BB & Key

Solve the mysteries of basic grammar and continue cursive writing.  Students will 
continue to work on mastery of basic grammar concepts as they review the parts 
of speech and their uses, and they’ll continue to work on traditional cursive writing 
skills introduced last year.  This program allows students to progress into more 
formalized creative writing projects and read books that average 150 to 250 pages 
in length, reading about a chapter a day.  

LA 4 Student Four-Workbook Set
Solve baffling grammar mysteries such as the 
Case of the Dastardly Dognapping or the Fake 
Seuss Tale with Cliff Hanger, a tough sleuth and 
great wordsmith.  

LA 3 Student Four-Workbook Set
Scout the dog guides your student through several 
pages per day, including grammar instruction and 
practice, creative writing instruction, cursive writing 
and more, in exercises filled with his fun adventures!

LA 4 Program Guide
Reason for Handwriting - Bk D
SpellWell Book C, CC & Key



     

     

     

LA 5 - Digging into Paragraphs

LA 6 - Exploring Word Pictures

Master the basics of writing a good paragraph.  Scout has returned with all new 
adventures in Alaska that will guide students through the basics of writing a good 
paragraph. Creative writing is focused on constructing paragraphs of various types, 
from instructive to descriptive and more.  Along the way, Scout will help students 
move forward with their grammar studies to more difficult concepts such  as direct 
and indirect objects, clauses, verb phrases, and more while reviewing basic usage and 
mechanics, practicing their cursive writing skills, and vocabulary building.  

Focus on choosing the right words to express your written ideas.  LA 6 has a fun 
space exploration theme that helps students add creativity to their writing with more 
effective use of vocabulary.  Students will add words to an advanced word dictionary 
and utilize a spelling dictionary that includes a thematic and homonym index.  They’ll 
also sharpen skills such as developing interest-catching stories, using personification 
and more with their use of words.  A dash of fun is added in their alien-themed 
spelling and grammar books; both really connect with students of this age. 

LA 5 Program Guide
Scout’s Guide to Good Paragraphs
SpellWell Bk D, DD & Key

LA 5 Student Four-Workbook Set
Scout is back as his family moves to Alaska, where -- amid grammar and 
writing exercises, he has wild adventures and needs your grammar skills!

LA 6 Program Guide
Advanced Words I Use When I Write
Spelling Dictionary for Writers
Alien Spelling Attack!
First Contact

LA 6 Student Two-Workbook Set
Go aboard a starship and seek out new grammar adventures.  
Captain Kendall, Ensign Will and the crew will encounter new 
situations in space that will engross even reluctant learners.  
Reinforces the grammar concepts introduced in LA 5.  Consumable.

Reader Sets You Can Add -- These Are Scheduled in LA Guides
These reader sets are scheduled in the LA guide for the grades shown, and can be ordered online.

LA 3 ANIMALS LIST:  Black Beauty, Call of the Wild, Wind in the Willows, Poppy & Rye, Stuart Little, Black Star, Bright Dawn, A 
Bear Called Paddington, and Ginger Pye.   

LA 3 EARLY AMERICAN LIST:  Pocahontas, What’s the Big Idea?, Benjamin West and His Cat Grimalkin, Night Journeys, Hannah of 
Fairfield, Who Was Daniel Boone?, Dog of Discovery, Once on This Island, and Farmer Boy.

LA 3-6 LATER AMERICAN LIST:  Iron Thunder, Caddie Woodlawn, The Great Fire, Jim Ugly, Helen Keller, Jason’s Gold, A Year 
Down Yonder, On the Wings of Heroes, My Side of the Mountain, How to Eat Fried Worms.

LA 3-6 SEA & SKY LIST:  The Strange Intruder, The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle, Dangerous Waters, Fish, Kids’ Shark 
Book, Crash at Cannibal Valley, Wonderful Flight to the Mushroom Planet, and Mysterious Benedict Society.

LA 3-6 CHILDREN LIST:  Rainbow Garden, Treasures of the Snow, The Good Master, The Steadfast Tin Soldier, The Three Muske-
teers, The Black Pearl, Listening for Lions, Heidi, The Jungle Book, Master Puppeteer, and Year of the Panda.

LA 4-7 EARLY AMERICAN LIST:  Children of the Longhouse, Almost Home, Songbird, Guns for General Washington, Yankee Doodle 
Boy, Little House in the Big Woods, Soft Rain, Who Was Mark Twain?, and Giant Rat of Sumatra.

LA 4-6 ANCIENT LIST:  Tirzah, Where I Belong, The Wadjet Eye, Bible Wars & Weapons, Rise of the Golden Cobra, Aesop’s Fables, 
Theras & His Town, Detectives in Togas, and The Vinegar Boy.

LA 4-6 MIDDLE AGES LIST:  The Silver Branch, The Edge on the Sword, Medallion, The Puppeteer’s Apprentice, Adam of the Road, 
Spy for the Night Riders, Ten Boys Who Made a Difference, Red Hugh, Prince of Donegal, Crispin at the Edge of the World.
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Animal Behavior & Biology in a Year for Grades Pre-K to 4
 Take your students from Pre-K to 4th on an animal adventure through seven habitats!   
Take an up-close look at the difference between the tails of different shark species, or discover 
what a giraffe’s tongue can do.  Your family might discover animal “clean up” specialties, or 
conduct an experiment on night vision.  There’s just so much they’ll learn!  Even the most avid 
animal lover will find something to learn in this jam-packed program!  
 You’ll want to take a peek at the nature journaling that your student will be doing — it 
is so incredible -- and a sample is online!  Students will try out nature observations of plants, 
animals, and insects; sketch natural items and the  “one small squares” of woodlands or wetlands; 
enjoy hands-on activities, conduct experiments, take samples, and enjoy discoveries of all kinds!
There are resources that are common to both sets, and some that are 
designed for younger or older students.  Your family can choose to do 
one set or another, or use a combined set for a range of ages!  
Check out the list of resources to choose
the right one for your student!

LA 8 - Developing Your Storywriting

LA 7 - Mastering the Writing Process
Study the writing process and produce five different papers this year.
Junior high students will master the writing process this year, and demonstrate 
what they learn in five different written reports.  Along the way, they’ll learn 
essential writing skills associated with non-fiction written reports such as outlining, 
note-taking, writing research, using transition words, assembling a bibliography, 
developing a “hook,” and more.  This program includes writing lesson worksheets, 
a student grammar book and worksheets, a vocabulary book, and a guidebook that 
offers discussion topics on key literary elements.  Each of the five papers a student 
produces has topic suggestions linked to themed program topics, and students 
encounter a literature set that coordinates with our themed programs.  In-depth 
information about each resource can be found online.  You can choose a book set 
linked to our Ancient, Middle Ages & American History themes.  Book set lists right.

Learn to construct a plot that speaks to readers and supports writing goals. 
Junior high students will learn how to develop a plot and structure, learning key 
skills such as 20 ways to plot, “hooking” a reader, stretching tension and the four 
“chords” of a scene.  Interesting assignments allow students to evaluate books 
they’ve personally enjoyed or use general knowledge while they are learning.  By 
the end of the year, students will write a short story using their new skills.  This 
program includes a grammar workbook, “Write Great Fiction:  Plot & Structure,” 
a vocabulary book, and a guidebook that offers discussion topics on key literary 
elements as well as creative writing suggestions and a literature set that 
coordinates with our themed programs. In-depth information about each resource 
can be found online.  You can choose a literature set linked to our Ancient, Middle 
Ages & American History themes. Literature book lists are to the right.



     

     

     

LA HS 1 - Intriguing Written Expression

LA HS 2 - Creating Captivating Fiction

Delve into how to use words to enliven writing of all kinds.  High school 
students will discover how words can be used to intensify action, bring 
descriptions to life, animate characters, and deepen emotion.  They’ll develop 
topical word pages they can use for a lifetime to help them choose intriguing 
words in their writing.  Students will also practice making every detail count in 
creating believable text, characters, places and events, whether in reports or 
fictional writing.  This program includes writing lesson worksheets, a student 
grammar book and worksheets, the book “Write Great Fiction:  Description and 
Setting,” and a guidebook that offers discussion topics on key literary elements 
as well as creative writing suggestions and a literature set that coordinates with 
our themed programs.  In-depth information about each resource can be found 
online.  Literature book lists are below.

Construct characters in fiction and write a piece of mystery fiction all your own!
High school students will learn how to create three-dimensional characters and 
develop their emotions.  They’ll learn to use these emotions to help along their 
story, and work on settings, dialogue and more as they discover how to develop 
a good mystery plot.  Interesting assignments allow students to evaluate books 
they’ve personally enjoyed while they are learning.  During the year, students 
will write a short story using their new skills.  This program includes a grammar 
workbook, “Write Great Fiction:  Characters, Emotion and Viewpoint,” the 
intriguing book “Writing Mysteries,” and a guidebook that offers discussion topics 
on key literary elements as well as creative writing suggestions and a literature 
set that coordinates with our themed programs. In-depth information about each 
resource is online.  Literature book lists are below.

Literature Sets You Can Add -- These Are Scheduled in LA Guides
These reader sets are scheduled in all of the Jr. High and Sr. High LA guides.  The sets can be ordered online.

ANCIENT WORLD LITERATURE SET FOR JR. & SR. HIGH:  
Mara, Daughter of the Nile, The Cat of the Bubastes, Hadassah, Archimedes & the Door of Science, D’Aulaire’s 
Book of Greek Myths, Galen & the Gateway to Medicine, The Ides of April, Beyond the Desert Gate, Ben Hur. 
 
MIDDLE AGES LITERATURE SET FOR JR. & SR. HIGH:  
The Life of Paul, Augustine Came to Kent, Joan of Arc, The Hidden Treasure of Glaston, Big John’s Secret, Cha-
taine’s Guardian, Hawk That Dare Not Hunt By Day, Ivanhoe.

AMERICAN HISTORY LITERATURE SET FOR JR. & SR. HIGH:  
Witch of Blackbird Pond, Amos Fortune: Free Man, 1776, Undaunted Courage, Lyddie, All Sail Set, A Tale of the 
Western Plains, With Lee in Virginia, The Great Bridge, The Great Wheel, Dragonwings, Hattie Big Sky, Farewell to 
Manzanar, Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry, The Cross and the Switchblade.  
(More titles are scheduled to use in 1 or 2 years.)
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Animal Behavior & Biology in a Year for Grades Pre-K to 4
 Take your students from Pre-K to 4th on an animal adventure through seven habitats!   
Take an up-close look at the difference between the tails of different shark species, or discover 
what a giraffe’s tongue can do.  Your family might discover animal “clean up” specialties, or 
conduct an experiment on night vision.  There’s just so much they’ll learn!  Even the most avid 
animal lover will find something to learn in this jam-packed program!  
 You’ll want to take a peek at the nature journaling that your student will be doing — it 
is so incredible -- and a sample is online!  Students will try out nature observations of plants, 
animals, and insects; sketch natural items and the  “one small squares” of woodlands or wetlands; 
enjoy hands-on activities, conduct experiments, take samples, and enjoy discoveries of all kinds!
There are resources that are common to both sets, and some that are 
designed for younger or older students.  Your family can choose to do 
one set or another, or use a combined set for a range of ages!  
Check out the list of resources to choose
the right one for your student!

Hoot & Chirp, Buzz & Bite - Grades 1st to 4th

The World Around Me - Grades K to 2nd
Basic Science Principles and Topics
An excellent “first” science program that explores the scientific method, then 
introduces students to plants, animals, water, air and sky, the earth, light, and 
physical forces.  Allows students to learn by observation and simple experiments.  
Designed to be completed in 2-4 hours per week.  

Study of Plants, Birds & Insects
Study birds that sing, hunt and swoop and go up-close to examine insects and plant 
life.  Students will observe birds and bugs and learn how plants thrive and survive 
around the globe.  Resources with fantastic drawings, photos and illustrations allow 
students to learn by observation and simple experiments.  Can be completed in 2-5 
hours per week.  

World Around Me Guide
Children’s Encyclopedia
The Story of Inventions
One Small Square:  The Night Sky
Science Play

More Fun with Nature
Water Everywhere
Energy Makes Things Happen
Forces Make Things Move

Hoot & Chirp, Buzz & Bite Guide
The World of Plants
DK Eyewitness Bird
Take a Backyard Bird Walk

Insectigations
Bug Patrol
Ant Factory
The Secret Lives of Backyard Bugs

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/the-world-around-me-for-k-to-2nd-grade/

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/hoot-chirp-buzz-bite-for-1st-4th-grade/



     

     

     

Dinosaur Days - Grades 2nd to 6th

Rock Around the Earth - Grades 3rd to 6th

Ancient Science:  Creation Science, Simple Machines, Dinosaurs & Fossils
Spend a year exploring the Days of Creation, simple machines, dinosaurs, fossils, 
and studying these remains.  Easy-to-complete activities are scheduled, but in 
addition, your student will work through the extensive Dinosaur Days of Long Ago 
notebook, getting to know species of dinosaurs one by one.  This easy-to-complete 
program is designed to complement the comprehensive nature of our other 
programs.  Can be completed in 2-5 hours per week.  The notebook is consumable.    

Geology & Earth Science
Spend a year exploring  the forces that shape the land.  Rocks and minerals, gems 
and formations will all be studied.  Fantastic resources allow students to learn 
by observation and simple experiments.  This is an easy-to-complete program, 
designed to complement the comprehensive nature of our other programs.  
Includes easy-to-do activities like creating a flood in a jar, making a mini-glacier, a 
sedimentary lunch and more!  Can be completed in 2-5 hours per week. 

Dinosaur Days Guide
Dinosaur Days of Long Ago Notebook
Ebook Bonus Resources:  Where They 
Walked Geography Pack, Dino Scenes, 
Dino & Me Photo Shoot, Poster Pack

Dinosaurs for Kids
Dinosaurs:  Marvels of God’s Design
The Fossil Book

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/dinosaur-days-for-2nd-6th-grade/

Rock Around the Earth Guide
Geology Rocks!
The Case of the Missing Mountain
Our Planet Earth

DK Eyewitness Earth
DK Volcanoes & Earthquakes
Rocks, Gems and Minerals

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/rock-around-the-earth-for-3rd-6th-grade/

Human Body & Forensics - Grades 4th to 6th
Investigate Your Body’s Life & Its Unique Way of Identifying You
Go “inside” your body’s systems to discover how you breathe, eat, think, move and 
feel.  You’ll also learn about great milestones in medicine -- the germ theory, the 
invention of the microscope, sanitation, x-rays and more.  Then, take a trip inside the 
basics of forensics -- fingerprinting, simple evidence provided by blood, handwriting 
clues, fiber and hair evidence and other basic forensic tools. Fantastic resources allow 
students to learn by observation and simple experiments.  Designed to complement 
the comprehensive nature of our other programs, can complete in 2-5 hours per week. 

Human Body & Forensics Guide
Your One-of-a-Kind Human Body Notebook
Exploring the History of Medicine

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/human-body-forensics-for-4th-6th-grade/

The Human Body Book
The Human Body for Every Kid
Detective Science
The Way We Work
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Animal Behavior & Biology in a Year for Grades Pre-K to 4
 Take your students from Pre-K to 4th on an animal adventure through seven habitats!   
Take an up-close look at the difference between the tails of different shark species, or discover 
what a giraffe’s tongue can do.  Your family might discover animal “clean up” specialties, or 
conduct an experiment on night vision.  There’s just so much they’ll learn!  Even the most avid 
animal lover will find something to learn in this jam-packed program!  
 You’ll want to take a peek at the nature journaling that your student will be doing — it 
is so incredible -- and a sample is online!  Students will try out nature observations of plants, 
animals, and insects; sketch natural items and the  “one small squares” of woodlands or wetlands; 
enjoy hands-on activities, conduct experiments, take samples, and enjoy discoveries of all kinds!
There are resources that are common to both sets, and some that are 
designed for younger or older students.  Your family can choose to do 
one set or another, or use a combined set for a range of ages!  
Check out the list of resources to choose
the right one for your student!

     Equine Science - Grades 3rd  to 7th
Study of the Horse
Spend a year learning oodles about horses:  how horses move, all about their 
anatomy, a horse’s gaits and the work horses do, their wants and needs, and how 
to care for them.  As you go, you’ll learn a little on how the horse has been a part of 
history, try all sorts of activities and experiments, and draw horses as well, all in our 
marvelous notebooking resource.  We even include opportunities to expand the 
study beyond science with literature and writing suggestions, art appreciation and 
art projects, timeline and geography work.  Price above reflects a printed guide and 
notebook.  Ebook also available online for guide and notebook.  Many books can be 
borrowed from libraries. Can be completed in 2-5 hours per week.  Fulfills 1 science 
and 1/2 art credits.  The notebook is consumable; you can see sample pages here.

Horse Science Guide
The Horse:  My Horse Notebook
Horse Gaits, Balance & Movement
How to Think Like a Horse
Complete Horse Care Manual

Album of Horses
Draw 50 Horses
Horse Crazy!
Horse Anatomy Coloring Book

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/equine-science-for-3rd-7th-grade/



     

     

     

Jiggle, Jostle & Jolt - Grades 4th to 7th

Conservation Science - Grades 7th to 9th

Study of Energy:  Heat, Electricity & Magnetism
Spend a year exploring  energy -- heat, electricity, magnetism and light.  Easy-to-
complete activities are scheduled, but in addition, your student will work through 
the Physics Solar Workshop.  This fantastic resource includes the supplies your 
student needs to investigate how solar energy affects our earth and can be 
harnessed as a power source.  This is an easy-to-complete program, designed to 
complement the comprehensive nature of our other programs.  Can be completed 
in 2-5 hours per week.  

Ways to Reduce, Re-use, Recycle & Rethink for Good Choices in God’s World
Discover fascinating facts about the ways our daily lives impact the environment 
-- for the better and for the worse.  You’ll learn how “vampires” in your home are 
living off of energy you pay for, how much a hamburger really costs, and so much 
more!  Along the way, you’ll complete practical activities that help you understand 
your daily choices, and how to rethink what you can do to be a responsible 
steward of the earth.  Can be completed in 2-5 hours per week.  

Jiggle, Jostle & Jolt Guide
Energy for Every Kid
Heat & Energy

Exploring the Science of Light
Optional Add On:  Safe & Simple 
    Electrical Experiments

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/jiggle-jostle-jolt-for-4th-7th-grade/

Slimy & Grimy No More Guide
Conservation Notebook
Planet Earth:  25 Environmental Projects

Garbage
Clean Water Science Kit
Solar Science Kit

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/rock-around-the-earth-for-3rd-6th-grade/

Human Body & Forensics - Grades 7th to 12th

Investigate Your Body’s Life & Its Unique Way of Identifying You
Go “inside” your body’s systems to discover how you breathe, eat, think, move and 
feel.  In addition, the forensics portion of this program provides students a well-
rounded experience with a full range of evidence, and presents exciting “lab work” 
such as digging for clothing clues, analyzing evidence, measuring out a “crime scene” 
and working through case studies.  Designed to complement the comprehensive 
nature of our other programs, you can complete this in 2-5 hours per week. 

Human Body & Forensics High School Guide
Body by Design
The Human Body Book

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/science/human-body-forensics-for-7th-12th-grade/

The Forensic Casebook
Gray’s Anatomy Coloring Book
Crime Scene Investigations



     

     

We Offer Several Math Curriculums That Families Love - See Them Online

Living Math
Have you ever noticed that we tend to compartmentalize when teaching our 
children? In real life, there aren’t artificial barriers between “subjects.” For example, 
when you are cooking or baking, you have to use the skills of reading, logical 
thinking, and measuring, just to name a few. In driving a car, you see and read road 
signs, read maps, and count miles.   But many math curriculums are nothing but 
monotonous drill sheets dressed up in pretty colors, not a living book. Content, 
story, and the ability to show math in real life make a living math book, so Living 
Math is written as an unfolding story of twins having adventures that teach math 
concepts and help students learn to use them in daily life situations!  Grades 1-6.

Things You’ll Love About This Math Curriculum!
• Teach math lessons through the creative means of a life story
• Provides a link for the downloadable answer key - Keeps your cost down!
• Has a scope and sequence that makes it easy to place your student
• The learning is so well-presented that there’s no need for a teaching guide

We highly recommend this curriculum!

Horizons Math - K-6
Easy-to-use, full-color 

leveled workbooks. 

Life of Fred - Middle Grades
Uniquely presented story 
format for real-life math.

Saxon Math - K-12
Traditional math with 

spiral review.

Jacobs Math - High School
Algebra & Geometry for 

self-directed learning. 

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/living-math/
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A Knight in the King’s Court - Older Chess Beginnners, Grades 5 & Up

A Knight’s First Moves - Beginners in Chess in Grades K-4
Do you have a younger student that is interested in chess but doesn’t know how to 
play?  This program is a great way to introduce your student to chess! Chess has many 
benefits educationally, logical thinking, self discipline, critical thinking skills, team 
work and much more!  This program, designed for students from K-4th grade, takes 
kids on a chess journey.  Through interactive activities and engaging books they are 
taught the basics of how the pieces move, how to win the game, basic introduction to 
strategy, and given tips on other ways to keep improving and playing! This program is 
great for younger beginners, as we combine activities, reading, and even online tools 
to give your child a unique and fun experience. If you are worried that you know as 
much or maybe even less than your child-have no fear! In our Teacher’s Guide we offer 
parent helps and notes to tell you how to teach the particular subject you are studying 
even if it is brand new to you! Go on an adventure with your Young Knight this year!

This program is designed to challenge older students who are new to the game of 
chess.  It teaches the same concepts that are in our Knight’s First Moves program, but 
advances at an accelerated pace and branches into more advanced studies of chess.  
The spine resource, “Mastering Basic Checkmate,”  helps the student use different 
combinations of pieces to end the game, providing the student with a foundation of 
patterns that will be used as they continue to master the game.   Then, students will 
master new tactics and strategic ideas, learn the rules of the game and how to record 
each game they play.  Different websites are given to provide more opportunities for 
students to play chess against others and also learn about the rich history of the game.
Chess has been shown to improve concentration, and build problem-solving and 
critical thinking skills, teamwork and patience. 

A Knight’s First Moves Guide
The Chess Tactics Workbook

Charlie and the Chess Set
Vinyl Roll-Up Chess Set & Pieces

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/a-knights-first-moves-k-4th/

Go Online:  https://winterpromise.com/knights-square-table-2/

Chess for Kids

Knights of the Kings Court Guide
The Chess Tactics Workbook

The Chess Tactics Workbook
Checkmate Ideas for Students

Bobby Fischer Teaches Chess
The Seirawan Factor
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? Animal Behavior & Biology in a Year for Grades Pre-K to 4

 Take your students from Pre-K to 4th on an animal adventure through seven habitats!   
Take an up-close look at the difference between the tails of different shark species, or discover 
what a giraffe’s tongue can do.  Your family might discover animal “clean up” specialties, or 
conduct an experiment on night vision.  There’s just so much they’ll learn!  Even the most avid 
animal lover will find something to learn in this jam-packed program!  
 You’ll want to take a peek at the nature journaling that your student will be doing — it 
is so incredible -- and a sample is online!  Students will try out nature observations of plants, 
animals, and insects; sketch natural items and the  “one small squares” of woodlands or wetlands; 
enjoy hands-on activities, conduct experiments, take samples, and enjoy discoveries of all kinds!
There are resources that are common to both sets, and some that are 
designed for younger or older students.  Your family can choose to do 
one set or another, or use a combined set for a range of ages!  
Check out the list of resources to choose
the right one for your student!

Have more 
questions? 
Set up an 

appointment 
with our 

Adventure Adventure 
Specialist Specialist 

TODAY!TODAY!

Hi!  I’m Kaeryn Brooks, author of WP! 
All throughout the year, I have the joy 

of taking this journey with you, offering 
little tid-bits and ideas along the way!  If 

WinterPromise is a fit for you, we’d be 
thrilled to be invited into your home!


